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The Art of Her Deal
Every president has had a unique and complicated relationship with the
intelligence community. While some have been coolly distant, even
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adversarial, others have found their intelligence agencies to be among
the most valuable instruments of policy and power. Since John F.
Kennedy's presidency, this relationship has been distilled into a
personalized daily report: a short summary of what the intelligence
apparatus considers the most crucial information for the president to
know that day about global threats and opportunities. This top–secret
document is known as the President's Daily Brief, or, within national
security circles, simply “the Book.” Presidents have spent anywhere
from a few moments (Richard Nixon) to a healthy part of their day
(George W. Bush) consumed by its contents; some (Bill Clinton and
George H. W. Bush) consider it far and away the most important
document they saw on a regular basis while commander in chief. The
details of most PDBs are highly classified, and will remain so for
many years. But the process by which the intelligence community
develops and presents the Book is a fascinating look into the
operation of power at the highest levels. David Priess, a former
intelligence officer and daily briefer, has interviewed every living
president and vice president as well as more than one hundred others
intimately involved with the production and delivery of the
president's book of secrets. He offers an unprecedented window into
the decision making of every president from Kennedy to Obama, with
many character–rich stories revealed here for the first time.
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The Untold Story of Women of Color in the League of Women
Voters
“One of the best books on the American presidency to appear in recent
years” (The Wall Street Journal) and based on a decade of research and
reporting—a delightful new window into the public and private lives
America’s presidents as authors. Most Americans are familiar with
Abraham Lincoln’s famous words in the Gettysburg Address and the Emancipation Proclamation. Yet few can name the work that helped him win
the presidency: his published collection of speeches entitled
Political Debates between Hon. Abraham Lincoln and Hon. Stephen A.
Douglas. Lincoln labored in secret to get his book ready for the 1860
election, tracking down newspaper transcripts, editing them carefully
for fairness, and hunting for a printer who would meet his
specifications. Political Debates sold fifty thousand copies—the rough
equivalent of half a million books in today’s market—and it reveals
something about Lincoln’s presidential ambitions. But it also reveals
something about his heart and mind. When voters asked about his
beliefs, Lincoln liked to point them to his book. In Craig Fehrman’s
“original, illuminating, and entertaining” (Jon Meacham) work of
history, the story of America’s presidents and their books opens a
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rich new window into presidential biography. From volumes lost to
history—Calvin Coolidge’s Autobiography, which was one of the most
widely discussed titles of 1929—to ones we know and love—Barack
Obama’s Dreams from My Father, which was very nearly never
published—Fehrman unearths countless insights about the presidents
through their literary works. Presidential books have made an enormous
impact on American history, catapulting their authors to the national
stage and even turning key elections. Beginning with Thomas
Jefferson’s Notes on the State of Virginia, the first presidential
book to influence a campaign, and John Adams’s Autobiography, the
first score-settling presidential memoir, Author in Chief draws on
newly uncovered information—including never-before-published letters
from Andrew Jackson, John F. Kennedy, and Ronald Reagan—to cast fresh
light on the private drives and self-doubts that fueled our nation’s
leaders. We see Teddy Roosevelt as a vulnerable first-time author,
struggling to write the book that would become a classic of American
history. We see Reagan painstakingly revising Where’s the Rest of Me?,
and Donald Trump negotiating the deal for The Art of the Deal, the
volume that made him synonymous with business savvy. Alongside each of
these authors, we also glimpse the everyday Americans who read them.
“If you’re a history buff, a presidential trivia aficionado, or just a
lover of American literary history, this book will transfix you,
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inform you, and surprise you” (The Seattle Review of Books).

Labor's Untold Story
Rob Sheffield, the Rolling Stone columnist and bestselling author of
Love Is a Mix Tape offers an entertaining, unconventional look at the
most popular band in history, the Beatles, exploring what they mean
today and why they still matter so intensely to a generation that has
never known a world without them. Dreaming the Beatles is not another
biography of the Beatles, or a song-by-song analysis of the best of
John and Paul. It isn’t another exposé about how they broke up. It
isn’t a history of their gigs or their gear. It is a collection of
essays telling the story of what this ubiquitous band means to a
generation who grew up with the Beatles music on their parents’
stereos and their faces on T-shirts. What do the Beatles mean today?
Why are they more famous and beloved now than ever? And why do they
still matter so much to us, nearly fifty years after they broke up? As
he did in his previous books, Love is a Mix Tape, Talking to Girls
About Duran Duran, and Turn Around Bright Eyes, Sheffield focuses on
the emotional connections we make to music. This time, he focuses on
the biggest pop culture phenomenon of all time—The Beatles. In his
singular voice, he explores what the Beatles mean today, to fans who
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have learned to love them on their own terms and not just for the sake
of nostalgia. Dreaming the Beatles tells the story of how four lads
from Liverpool became the world’s biggest pop group, then broke up—but
then somehow just kept getting bigger. At this point, their music
doesn’t belong to the past—it belongs to right now. This book is a
celebration of that music, showing why the Beatles remain the world’s
favorite thing—and how they invented the future we’re all living in
today.

Shrinks
The currency is fame, and it's bigger than money, more desired than
power. Each season American Idol delivers on a promise whose epic
scope is unparalleled in the annals of competition: to take an unknown
dreamer from the middle of America and turn him or her into a genuine
star. It has become not only the biggest show on television, but the
biggest force in all of entertainment; its alumni dominate the
recording charts and Broadway, win Academy Awards, and sweep up
Grammys. In fact, American Idol has reshaped the very idea of
celebrity. But it didn't start out that way. When the little singing
contest debuted as a summer replacement on the U.S. airwaves, it was
packed between reruns and low-cost filler. The promise that it would
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find America's next pop star produced a hearty round of guffaws from
the country's media critics. Now, some ten years and millions of
records later, no one is laughing. American Idol: The Untold Story
chronicles the triumphs and travails, the harrowing backstage drama
and the nail-biting onstage battles that built this revolutionary
show. In this revealing book, veteran journalist Richard Rushfield
goes deeper inside the circus than any reporter ever has. Candid
interviews with Idol alumni, including Simon Fuller and Simon Cowell,
shed new light on the show that changed the entertainment industry.
And because Rushfield had full access to the people who created the
show, starred in it, and kept it atop the pop culture pyramid, this
book is the first to take Americans behind the curtain and tell what
has really been happening on the world's most watched and speculatedabout stage.

That Will Never Work
The untold stories behind The Office, one of the most iconic
television shows of the twenty-first century, told by its creators,
writers, and actors When did you last hang out with Jim, Pam, Dwight,
Michael, and the rest of Dunder Mifflin? It might have been back in
2013, when the series finale aired . . . or it might have been last
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night, when you watched three episodes in a row. But either way,
fifteen years after the show first aired, it's more popular than ever,
and fans have only one problem--what to watch, or read, next.
Fortunately, Rolling Stone writer Andy Greene has that answer. In his
brand-new oral history, The Office: The Untold Story of the Greatest
Sitcom of the 2000s, Greene will take readers behind the scenes of
their favorite moments and characters. Greene gives us the true inside
story behind the entire show, from its origins on the BBC through its
impressive nine-season run in America, with in-depth research and
exclusive interviews. Fans will get the inside scoop on key episodes
from "The Dundies" to "Threat Level Midnight" and "Goodbye, Michael,"
including behind-the-scenes details like the battle to keep it on the
air when NBC wanted to pull the plug after just six episodes and the
failed attempt to bring in James Gandolfini as the new boss after
Steve Carell left, spotlighting the incredible, genre-redefining show
created by the family-like team, who together took a quirky British
import with dicey prospects and turned it into a primetime giant with
true historical and cultural significance. Hilarious, heartwarming,
and revelatory, The Office gives fans and pop culture buffs a frontrow seat to the phenomenal sequence of events that launched The Office
into wild popularity, changing the face of television and how we all
see our office lives for decades to come.
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House of Trump, House of Putin
In a poignant memoir of love, loss, and music, a rock and pop culture
critic shares the story of his romance and marriage to Renée, a young
woman with whom he had little in common except for the music that
brought them together, and Renée's tragic early death, all viewed from
the perspective of the mix tapes that the couple had compiled.
Reprint. 50,000 first printing.

Code Girls
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The untold stories behind The
Office, one of the most iconic television shows of the twenty-first
century, told by its creators, writers, and actors When did you last
hang out with Jim, Pam, Dwight, Michael, and the rest of Dunder
Mifflin? It might have been back in 2013, when the series finale aired
. . . or it might have been last night, when you watched three
episodes in a row. But either way, long after the show first aired,
it’s more popular than ever, and fans have only one problem—what to
watch, or read, next. Fortunately, Rolling Stone writer Andy Greene
has that answer. In his brand-new oral history, The Office: The Untold
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Story of the Greatest Sitcom of the 2000s, Greene will take readers
behind the scenes of their favorite moments and characters. Greene
gives us the true inside story behind the entire show, from its
origins on the BBC through its impressive nine-season run in America,
with in-depth research and exclusive interviews. Fans will get the
inside scoop on key episodes from "The Dundies" to "Threat Level
Midnight" and "Goodbye, Michael," including behind-the-scenes details
like the battle to keep it on the air when NBC wanted to pull the plug
after just six episodes and the failed attempt to bring in James
Gandolfini as the new boss after Steve Carell left, spotlighting the
incredible, genre-redefining show created by the family-like team, who
together took a quirky British import with dicey prospects and turned
it into a primetime giant with true historical and cultural
significance. Hilarious, heartwarming, and revelatory, The Office
gives fans and pop culture buffs a front-row seat to the phenomenal
sequence of events that launched The Office into wild popularity,
changing the face of television and how we all see our office lives
for decades to come.

Blood Letters
From the Chinese Exclusion Act of 1882 to the Immigration Act of 1924
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to Japanese American internment during World War II, the United States
has a long history of anti-Asian policies. But Lon Kurashige
demonstrates that despite widespread racism, Asian exclusion was not
the product of an ongoing national consensus; it was a subject of
fierce debate. This book complicates the exclusion story by examining
the organized and well-funded opposition to discrimination that
involved some of the most powerful public figures in American
politics, business, religion, and academia. In recovering this
opposition, Kurashige explains the rise and fall of exclusionist
policies through an unstable and protracted political rivalry that
began in the 1850s with the coming of Asian immigrants, extended to
the age of exclusion from the 1880s until the 1960s, and since then
has shaped the memory of past discrimination. In this first booklength analysis of both sides of the debate, Kurashige argues that
exclusion-era policies were more than just enactments of racism; they
were also catalysts for U.S.-Asian cooperation and the basis for the
twenty-first century's tightly integrated Pacific world.

Conviction
Discover the twists and turns of one of America’s great infrastructure
projects with this “engrossing history of the creation of the U.S.
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interstate system” (Los Angeles Times). It’s become a part of the
landscape that we take for granted, the site of rumbling eighteenwheelers and roadside rest stops, a familiar route for commuters and
vacationing families. But during the twentieth century, the interstate
highway system dramatically changed the face of our nation. These
interconnected roads—over 47,000 miles of them—are man-made wonders,
economic pipelines, agents of sprawl, uniquely American symbols of
escape and freedom, and an unrivaled public works accomplishment.
Though officially named after President Dwight D. Eisenhower, this
network of roadways has origins that reach all the way back to the
World War I era, and The Big Roads—“the first thorough history of the
expressway system” (The Washington Post)—tells the full story of how
they came to be. From the speed demon who inspired a primitive web of
dirt auto trails to the largely forgotten technocrats who planned the
system years before Ike reached the White House to the city dwellers
who resisted the concrete juggernaut when it bore down on their
neighborhoods, this book reveals both the massive scale of this
government engineering project, and the individual lives that have
been transformed by it. A fast-paced history filled with fascinating
detours, “the book is a road geek’s treasure—and everyone who travels
the highways ought to know these stories” (Kirkus Reviews).
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Marvel Comics
In the tradition of Phil Knight's Shoe Dog comes the incredible untold
story of how Netflix went from concept to company-all revealed by cofounder and first CEO Marc Randolph. Once upon a time, brick-andmortar video stores were king. Late fees were ubiquitous, videostreaming unheard was of, and widespread DVD adoption seemed about as
imminent as flying cars. Indeed, these were the widely accepted laws
of the land in 1997, when Marc Randolph had an idea. It was a simple
thought-leveraging the internet to rent movies-and was just one of
many more and far worse proposals, like personalized baseball bats and
a shampoo delivery service, that Randolph would pitch to his business
partner, Reed Hastings, on their commute to work each morning. But
Hastings was intrigued, and the pair-with Hastings as the primary
investor and Randolph as the CEO-founded a company. Now with over 150
million subscribers, Netflix's triumph feels inevitable, but the
twenty first century's most disruptive start up began with few
believers and calamity at every turn. From having to pitch his own
mother on being an early investor, to the motel conference room that
served as a first office, to server crashes on launch day, to the nowinfamous meeting when Netflix brass pitched Blockbuster to acquire
them, Marc Randolph's transformational journey exemplifies how anyone
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with grit, gut instincts and determination can change the world-even
with an idea that many think will never work. What emerges,though,
isn't just the inside story of one of the world's most iconic
companies. Full of counter-intuitive concepts and written in bingeworthy prose, it answers some of our most fundamental questions about
taking that leap of faith in business or in life: How do you begin?
How do you weather disappointment and failure? How do you deal with
success? What even is success? From idea generation to team building
to knowing when it's time to let go, That Will Never Work is not only
the ultimate follow-your-dreams parable, but also one of the most
dramatic and insightful entrepreneurial stories of our time.

Two Faces of Exclusion
If you've ever dreamed about trying out Kevin's famous chili or
Angela's delicious brownies, then you've come to the right place. In
this recipe book you'll find recipes for both of the above mentioned
dishes plus so much more! Filled with 30 delicious recipes inspired by
food mentioned in The Office, this book is a must-have for any of the
show's lovers out there! From Michael's potato salad to Jan's Osso
Bucco, this recipe book has it all! So the next time you're watching
The Office or hosting a themed party for the show, you'll be able to
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whip up recipes like a pro!

The Black Cabinet
What color is Prison Mike's bandana? How did the bird in Season 3 die?
What year is Dwight's car? Have you had it with easy Office trivia
questions? Are you looking for a trivia book that will actually
challenge your Office knowledge? The Office Trivia Book has over 1,000
challenging and fun questions. Test your Office knowledge with
questions from Season 1 to Season 9. There are also bonus questions!
This book will challenge the most dedicated Office fans, as well as
new fans. The Office Trivia Book will always leave you feeling
satisfied. That's what she said.

A History of New York in 27 Buildings
New York Times Bestseller B.J. Novak's One More Thing: Stories and
Other Stories is an endlessly entertaining, surprisingly sensitive,
and startlingly original debut that signals the arrival of a brilliant
new voice in American fiction. A boy wins a $100,000 prize in a box of
Frosted Flakes—only to discover that claiming the winnings might
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unravel his family. A woman sets out to seduce motivational speaker
Tony Robbins—turning for help to the famed motivator himself. A new
arrival in Heaven, overwhelmed with options, procrastinates over a
long-ago promise to visit his grandmother. We meet Sophia, the first
artificially intelligent being capable of love, who falls for a man
who might not be ready for it himself; a vengeance-minded hare,
obsessed with scoring a rematch against the tortoise who ruined his
life; and post-college friends who try to figure out how to host an
intervention in the era of Facebook. Along the way, we learn why
wearing a red T-shirt every day is the key to finding love, how
February got its name, and why the stock market is sometimes just . .
. down. Finding inspiration in questions from the nature of perfection
to the icing on carrot cake, One More Thing has at its heart the most
human of phenomena: love, fear, hope, ambition, and the inner stirring
for the one elusive element just that might make a person complete.
Across a dazzling range of subjects, themes, tones, and narrative
voices, the many pieces in this collection are like nothing else, but
they have one thing in common: they share the playful humor, deep
heart, sharp eye, inquisitive mind, and altogether electrifying spirit
of a writer with a fierce devotion to the entertainment of the reader.

The Untold Story of the Talking Book
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A magnificently researched, dramatically told work of narrative
nonfiction about the history, evolution, impact, and ultimate demise
of what was known in the 1930s and 1940s as President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt’s Black Cabinet. In the early 20th century, most African
Americans still lived in the South, disenfranchised, impoverished,
terrorized by white violence, and denied the basic rights of
citizenship. As the Democrats swept into the White House on a wave of
black defectors from the Party of Lincoln, a group of African American
intellectuals—legal minds, social scientists, media folk—sought to get
the community’s needs on the table. This would become the Black
Cabinet, a group of African American racial affairs experts working
throughout the New Deal, forming an unofficial advisory council to
lobby the President. But with the white Southern vote so important to
the fortunes of the Party, the path would be far from smooth. Most
prominent in the Black Cabinet were Mary McLeod Bethune, an educator
close to Eleanor Roosevelt, and her “boys”: Robert Weaver, a Harvardeducated economist who pioneered enforcement standards for federal
anti-discrimination guidelines (and, years later, the first African
American Cabinet secretary); Bill Hastie, a lawyer who would become a
federal appellate judge; Al Smith, head of the largest black jobs
program in the New Deal at the WPA; and Robert Vann, a newspaper
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publisher whose unstinting reporting on the administration’s
shortcomings would keep his erstwhile colleagues honest. Ralph Bunche,
Walter White of the NAACP, A. Philip Randolph, and others are part of
the story as well. But the Black Cabinet was never officially
recognized by FDR, and with the demise of the New Deal, it disappeared
from history. Jill Watts’s The Black Cabinet is a dramatic full-scale
examination of a forgotten moment that speaks directly to our own.

The Office
An unvarnished, unauthorized, behind-the-scenes account of one of the
most dominant pop cultural forces in contemporary America Operating
out of a tiny office on Madison Avenue in the early 1960s, a
struggling company called Marvel Comics presented a cast of brightly
costumed characters distinguished by smart banter and compellingly
human flaws. Spider-Man, the Fantastic Four, Captain America, the
Incredible Hulk, the Avengers, Iron Man, Thor, the X-Men,
Daredevil—these superheroes quickly won children's hearts and sparked
the imaginations of pop artists, public intellectuals, and campus
radicals. Over the course of a half century, Marvel's epic universe
would become the most elaborate fictional narrative in history and
serve as a modern American mythology for millions of readers.
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Throughout this decades-long journey to becoming a multibillion-dollar
enterprise, Marvel's identity has continually shifted, careening
between scrappy underdog and corporate behemoth. As the company has
weathered Wall Street machinations, Hollywood failures, and the
collapse of the comic book market, its characters have been passed
along among generations of editors, artists, and writers—also known as
the celebrated Marvel "Bullpen." Entrusted to carry on tradition,
Marvel's contributors—impoverished child prodigies, hallucinating
peaceniks, and mercenary careerists among them—struggled with
commercial mandates, a fickle audience, and, over matters of credit
and control, one another. For the first time, Marvel Comics reveals
the outsized personalities behind the scenes, including Martin
Goodman, the self-made publisher who forayed into comics after a getrich-quick tip in 1939; Stan Lee, the energetic editor who would
shepherd the company through thick and thin for decades; and Jack
Kirby, the World War II veteran who'd co-created Captain America in
1940 and, twenty years later, developed with Lee the bulk of the
company's marquee characters in a three-year frenzy of creativity that
would be the grounds for future legal battles and endless debates.
Drawing on more than one hundred original interviews with Marvel
insiders then and now, Marvel Comics is a story of fertile
imaginations, lifelong friendships, action-packed fistfights, reformed
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criminals, unlikely alliances, and third-act betrayals— a narrative of
one of the most extraordinary, beloved, and beleaguered pop cultural
entities in America's history.

Inside Dunder Mifflin
The staggering story of the most important Chinese political dissident
of the Mao era, a devout Christian who was imprisoned, tortured, and
executed by the regime Blood Letters tells the astonishing tale of Lin
Zhao, a poet and journalist arrested by the authorities in 1960 and
executed eight years later, at the height of the Cultural Revolution.
The only Chinese citizen known to have openly and steadfastly opposed
communism under Mao, she rooted her dissent in her Christian faith -and expressed it in long, prophetic writings done in her own blood,
and at times on her clothes and on cloth torn from her bedsheets.
Miraculously, Lin Zhao's prison writings survived, though they have
only recently come to light. Drawing on these works and others from
the years before her arrest, as well as interviews with her friends,
her classmates, and other former political prisoners, Lian Xi paints
an indelible portrait of courage and faith in the face of unrelenting
evil.
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The Actor's Life
From the urban affairs correspondent of the New York Times--the story
of a city through twenty-seven structures that define it. As New York
is poised to celebrate its four hundredth anniversary, New York Times
correspondent Sam Roberts tells the story of the city through bricks,
glass, wood, and mortar, revealing why and how it evolved into the
nation's biggest and most influential. From the seven hundred thousand
or so buildings in New York, Roberts selects twenty-seven that, in the
past four centuries, have been the most emblematic of the city's
economic, social, and political evolution. He describes not only the
buildings and how they came to be, but also their enduring impact on
the city and its people and how the consequences of the construction
often reverberated around the world. A few structures, such as the
Empire State Building, are architectural icons, but Roberts goes
beyond the familiar with intriguing stories of the personalities and
exploits behind the unrivaled skyscraper's construction. Some stretch
the definition of buildings, to include the city's oldest bridge and
the landmark Coney Island Boardwalk. Others offer surprises: where the
United Nations General Assembly first met; a hidden hub of global
internet traffic; a nondescript factory that produced billions of
dollars of currency in the poorest neighborhood in the country; and
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the buildings that triggered the Depression and launched the New Deal.
With his deep knowledge of the city and penchant for fascinating
facts, Roberts brings to light the brilliant architecture, remarkable
history, and bright future of the greatest city in the world.

The Office Trivia Book
A New York Times bestseller An astonishing—and astonishingly
entertaining—history of Hollywood’s transformation over the past five
decades as seen through the agency at the heart of it all, from the #1
bestselling co-author of Live from New York and Those Guys Have All
the Fun. The movies you watch, the TV shows you adore, the concerts
and sporting events you attend—behind the curtain of nearly all of
these is an immensely powerful and secretive corporation known as
Creative Artists Agency. Started in 1975, when five bright and brash
employees of a creaky William Morris office left to open their own,
strikingly innovative talent agency, CAA would come to revolutionize
the entertainment industry, and over the next several decades its
tentacles would spread aggressively throughout the worlds of movies,
television, music, advertising, and investment banking. Powerhouse is
the fascinating, no-holds-barred saga of that ascent. Drawing on
unprecedented and exclusive access to the men and women who built and
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battled with CAA, as well as financial information never before made
public, author James Andrew Miller spins a tale of boundless ambition,
ruthless egomania, ceaseless empire building, greed, and personal
betrayal. It is also a story of prophetic brilliance, magnificent
artistry, singular genius, entrepreneurial courage, strategic daring,
foxhole brotherhood, and how one firm utterly transformed the
entertainment business. Here are the real Star Wars—complete with a
Death Star—told through the voices of those who were there. Packed
with scores of stars from movies, television, music, and sports, as
well as a tremendously compelling cast of agents, studio executives,
network chiefs, league commissioners, private equity partners, tech
CEOs, and media tycoons, Powerhouse is itself a Hollywood blockbuster
of the most spectacular sort.

Modern Family
An intimate partnership of three brothers – Allen, Richard and John
Lane – lay at the heart of Penguin Books, the twentieth century’s
greatest publishing house. In a spirit of daring and creative
opposition, the brothers issued quality books on a massive scale and
at minuscule prices – and achieved a revolution in publishing. The
Lane boys did their best thinking together in bathroom board meetings,
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where at least one director would always be ‘mother naked’. They
innovated in countless ways – in the early years, a church crypt
served as their office and warehouse. Penguin was an unconventional
upstart, bringing literary giants such as Agatha Christie, George
Bernard Shaw, Virginia Woolf and Graham Greene to vast new audiences,
and it seemed unstoppable. Yet the 1942 death of John Lane brought the
troika to a halt. Allen, the enthusiastic frontman who relied on his
younger brothers to drive Penguin’s success, became more erratic and
suspicious over time. Ultimately, he would force Richard out of the
company he had cofounded and built. A portrait of a remarkable family
and a publishing powerhouse, Penguin and the Lane Brothers also
explores the little known story of Richard Lane – the heart and
backbone of Penguin, and its strongest influence. Richard’s
experiences as a youth in Australia shaped his character and outlook;
his dedication to the business was matched only by his devotion to his
brothers. Relying on unprecedented access to Lane family sources,
including Richard’s diaries, Penguin and the Lane Brothers sheds new
light on the relationship of Allen, Richard and John, so crucial as a
driver of Penguin’s spirit and success. By turns hilarious and tragic,
moving and insightful, this is a groundbreaking counter-history of an
unlikely publishing triumph.
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Dreaming the Beatles
The Untold Story of Women of Color in the League of Women Voters
explores ways in which these women have been marginalized and
recognizes how their contributions will positively influence the
organization as it moves into its next 100 years. On February 14,
2020, the League of Women Voters of the United States will celebrate
the 100th anniversary of its founding. Although women of color have
always made significant contributions to women's suffrage and the
women's movements, their contributions, particularly as they relate to
the League of Women Voters (LWV), have been marginalized and relegated
to the footnotes of the organization's history. The Untold Story of
Women of Color in the League of Women Voters adds a new dimension to
these conversations. The book is structured to show the progression of
the relationship between the League of Women Voters and its members of
color as manifested in changes to its policies, practices, symbols,
and messaging. It begins with the suffrage movement and continues
until the celebration of the 100th anniversary of the League and uses
actual correspondence, convention minutes, existing League histories,
and personal accounts to tell the League story. Chapter titles
disclose the philosophical shifts in attitude at each stage of the
organization's evolution. Celebrates the 100-year history of the
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League of Women Voters and the contributions of women of color
Provides an accurate, comprehensive account of history in this
grassroots membership organization Explores the unique challenges that
women of color faced in the United States and in its mainstream
organizations Argues that the League must learn from the past and make
intentional decisions to change for the future to remain relevant in
the next phase of its history

Shadow Warriors
The year 2006 was very memorable. Based in the Caribbean island Haiti.
I share with you my memories of the laughter we made, the sadness and
maturity I went through, the ups and downs of having sisters, the
culture, politics and true nature of this amazing place and time of my
life. Just barely 6 years old but yet I was more mature then your
average 10 year old. Powerful friendships, heartwarming family moments
and a great adventure throughout, from port-au-prince to Hinche to
Maissade. Read with me and see the world from my young point of view.

Powerhouse
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The Office: A Day at Dunder Mifflin Elementary
Juan Martinez, the fiery prosecutor who convicted notorious murderess
Jodi Arias for the disturbing killing of Travis Alexander, speaks for
the first time about the shocking investigation and sensational trial
that captivated the nation. Through two trials, America watched with
baited breath as Juan Martinez fought relentlessly to convict Jodi
Arias of Murder One for viciously stabbing her ex-boyfriend Travis
Alexander to death. What emerged was a story wrought with sex,
manipulation, and deceit that stunned the public at every turn. Arias,
always playing the wronged and innocent woman, changed her story
continually as her bizarre behavior surrounding the crime and its
aftermath came to light. Unwavering, Arias and her defense team
continued to play off the salacious details of the case, until she was
finally found guilty and—controversially—sentenced to life behind
bars. Now, speaking openly for the first time, prosecutor Juan
Martinez will unearth new details from the investigation that were
never revealed at trial, exploring key facts from the case and the
pieces of evidence he chose to keep close to the vest. Throughout the
trials, his bullish and unfaltering prosecution strategy was both
commended and criticized, and in his book, Martinez will illuminate
the unique tactics he utilized in this case and how they lead to a
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successful conviction, and-for the first time-discuss how he felt
losing the death penalty sentence he’d pursued for years. Going beyond
the news reports, Martinez will explore the truth behind the multiple
facades of Jodi Arias. Sparring with her from across the stand,
Martinez came to know Arias like no one else could, dissecting what it
took for a seemingly normal girl to become a deluded, cunning, and
unrepentant murderer. With new stories from behind the scenes of the
trial and Martinez’s own take on his defendant, the book takes you
inside the mind of Jodi Arias like never before. Complete with 16
pages of photos from the case and trial, this book is the definitive
account of the case that shocked America.

Kashmir's Untold Story
THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “The story Unger weaves with those
earlier accounts and his original reporting is fresh, illuminating and
more alarming than the intelligence channel described in the Steele
dossier.”—The Washington Post House of Trump, House of Putin offers
the first comprehensive investigation into the decades-long
relationship among Donald Trump, Vladimir Putin, and the Russian Mafia
that ultimately helped win Trump the White House. It is a chilling
story that begins in the 1970s, when Trump made his first splash in
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the booming, money-drenched world of New York real estate, and ends
with Trump’s inauguration as president of the United States. That
moment was the culmination of Vladimir Putin’s long mission to
undermine Western democracy, a mission that he and his hand-selected
group of oligarchs and Mafia kingpins had ensnared Trump in, starting
more than twenty years ago with the massive bailout of a string of
sensational Trump hotel and casino failures in Atlantic City. This
book confirms the most incredible American paranoias about Russian
malevolence. To most, it will be a hair-raising revelation that the
Cold War did not end in 1991—that it merely evolved, with Trump’s
apartments offering the perfect vehicle for billions of dollars to
leave the collapsing Soviet Union. In House of Trump, House of Putin,
Craig Unger methodically traces the deep-rooted alliance between the
highest echelons of American political operatives and the biggest
players in the frightening underworld of the Russian Mafia. He traces
Donald Trump’s sordid ascent from foundering real estate tycoon to
leader of the free world. He traces Russia’s phoenix like rise from
the ashes of the post–Cold War Soviet Union as well as its ceaseless
covert efforts to retaliate against the West and reclaim its status as
a global superpower. Without Trump, Russia would have lacked a key
component in its attempts to return to imperial greatness. Without
Russia, Trump would not be president. This essential book is crucial
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to understanding the real powers at play in the shadows of today’s
world. The appearance of key figures in this book—Paul Manafort,
Michael Cohen, and Felix Sater to name a few—ring with haunting
significance in the wake of Robert Mueller’s report and as others
continue to close in on the truth.

American Idol
This is the ultimate companion for any fan of The Office, which is
basically anyone with a pulse (and access to a Netflix account). While
it's been five years since The Office ended, the show's stellar
writing, incredible cast, relatability, and sheer lovability has meant
that it continues to increase in popularity due to being accessible on
streaming platforms like Netflix. The hit workplace comedy has charmed
millions of viewers with its wit and warm heart. With Inside Dunder
Mifflin you can take the "What's your management style?" quiz to find
out if you're a Michael Scott, a Robert California, or an Andy
Bernard. Or find out who would win in a romance battle between Jim and
Pam and Phyllis and Bob. Then get everything you need to know about
crushing your enemies (who may or may not also be your best friends)
from Dwight Schrute, dress for success with Andy Bernard, and take
advice from Michael Scott's Ultimate Guide to Business. On a less fan
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fiction-y note, this brightly illustrated guide also includes season
overviews, top episode dissections, cast profiles, and more.

Love Is a Mix Tape
The basis of the film starring Orlando Bloom and Scott Eastwood, The
Outpost is the heartbreaking and inspiring story of one of America's
deadliest battles during the war in Afghanistan, acclaimed by critics
everywhere as a classic. At 5:58 AM on October 3rd, 2009, Combat
Outpost Keating, located in frighteningly vulnerable terrain in
Afghanistan just 14 miles from the Pakistani border, was viciously
attacked. Though the 53 Americans there prevailed against nearly 400
Taliban fighters, their casualties made it the deadliest fight of the
war for the U.S. that year. Four months after the battle, a Pentagon
review revealed that there was no reason for the troops at Keating to
have been there in the first place. In The Outpost, Jake Tapper gives
us the powerful saga of COP Keating, from its establishment to
eventual destruction, introducing us to an unforgettable cast of
soldiers and their families, and to a place and war that has remained
profoundly distant to most Americans. A runaway bestseller, it makes a
savage war real, and American courage manifest. "The Outpost is a mindboggling, all-too-true story of heroism, hubris, failed strategy, and
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heartbreaking sacrifice. If you want to understand how the war in
Afghanistan went off the rails, you need to read this book." -- Jon
Krakauer

Penguin and the Lane Brothers
Recalling pivotal moments from her dynamic career on the front lines
of American diplomacy and foreign policy, Susan E. Rice—National
Security Advisor to President Barack Obama and US Ambassador to the
United Nations—reveals her surprising story with unflinching candor in
this New York Times bestseller. Mother, wife, scholar, diplomat, and
fierce champion of American interests and values, Susan Rice
powerfully connects the personal and the professional. Taught early,
with tough love, how to compete and excel as an African American woman
in settings where people of color are few, Susan now shares the wisdom
she learned along the way. Laying bare the family struggles that
shaped her early life in Washington, DC, she also examines the
ancestral legacies that influenced her. Rice’s elders—immigrants on
one side and descendants of slaves on the other—had high expectations
that each generation would rise. And rise they did, but not without
paying it forward—in uniform and in the pulpit, as educators,
community leaders, and public servants. Susan too rose rapidly. She
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served throughout the Clinton administration, becoming one of the
nation’s youngest assistant secretaries of state and, later, one of
President Obama’s most trusted advisors. Rice provides an insider’s
account of some of the most complex issues confronting the United
States over three decades, ranging from “Black Hawk Down” in Somalia
to the genocide in Rwanda and the East Africa embassy bombings in the
late 1990s, and from conflicts in Libya and Syria to the Ebola
epidemic, a secret channel to Iran, and the opening to Cuba during the
Obama years. With unmatched insight and characteristic bluntness, she
reveals previously untold stories behind recent national security
challenges, including confrontations with Russia and China, the war
against ISIS, the struggle to contain the fallout from Edward
Snowden’s NSA leaks, the U.S. response to Russian interference in the
2016 election, and the surreal transition to the Trump administration.
Although you might think you know Susan Rice—whose name became
synonymous with Benghazi following her Sunday news show appearances
after the deadly 2012 terrorist attacks in Libya—now, through these
pages, you truly will know her for the first time. Often
mischaracterized by both political opponents and champions, Rice
emerges as neither a villain nor a victim, but a strong, resilient,
compassionate leader. Intimate, sometimes humorous, but always candid,
Tough Love makes an urgent appeal to the American public to bridge our
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dangerous domestic divides in order to preserve our democracy and
sustain our global leadership.

The Dunder Mifflin Recipe Book
6 has a problem. Everyone knows that 7 is always after him. Word on
the street is that 7 ate 9. If that's true, 6's days are numbered.
Lucky for him, Private I is on the case. But the facts just don't add
up. It's odd. Will Private I put two and two together and solve the
problem . . . or is 6 next in line to be subtracted?

Sahara
The Untold Story of Everything Digital: Bright Boys, Revisited
celebrates the 70th anniversary (1949-2019) of the world "going
digital" for the very first time—real-time digital computing’s genesis
story. That genesis story is taken from the 2010 edition of Bright
Boys: The Making of Information Technology, 1938-1958, and
substantially expanded upon for this special, anniversary edition.
Please join us for the incredible adventure that is The Untold Story
of Everything Digital, when a band of misfit engineers, led by MIT's
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Jay Forrester and Bob Everett, birthed the digital revolution. The
bright boys were the first to imagine an electronic landscape of
computing machines and digital networks, and the first to blaze its
high-tech trails.

The Office
The award-winning New York Times bestseller about the American women
who secretly served as codebreakers during World War II--a
"prodigiously researched and engrossing" (New York Times) book that
"shines a light on a hidden chapter of American history" (Denver
Post). Recruited by the U.S. Army and Navy from small towns and elite
colleges, more than ten thousand women served as codebreakers during
World War II. While their brothers and boyfriends took up arms, these
women moved to Washington and learned the meticulous work of codebreaking. Their efforts shortened the war, saved countless lives, and
gave them access to careers previously denied to them. A strict vow of
secrecy nearly erased their efforts from history; now, through
dazzling research and interviews with surviving code girls,
bestselling author Liza Mundy brings to life this riveting and vital
story of American courage, service, and scientific accomplishment.
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The Untold Story of Everything Digital
An unconventional war requires unconventional men—the Special Forces.
Green Berets • Navy SEALS • Rangers • Air Force Special Operations •
PsyOps • Civil Affairs • and other special-mission units The first two
Commanders books, Every Man a Tiger and Into the Storm, provided
masterly blends of history, biography, you-are-there narrative,
insight into the practice of leadership, and plain old-fashioned
storytelling. Shadow Warriors is all of that and more, a book of
uncommon timeliness, for, in the words of Lieutenant General Bill
Yarborough, “there are itches that only Special Forces can scratch.”
Now, Carl Stiner—the second commander of SOCOM, the U.S. Special
Operations Command—and Tom Clancy trace the transformation of the
Special Forces from the small core of outsiders of the 1950s, through
the cauldron of Vietnam, to the rebirth of the SF in the late 1980s
and 1990s, and on into the new century as the bearer of the largest,
most mixed, and most complex set of missions in the U.S. military.
These are the first-hand accounts of soldiers fighting outside the
lines: counterterrorism, raids, hostage rescues, reconnaissance,
counterinsurgency, and psychological operations—from Vietnam and Laos
to Lebanon to Panama, to Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Iraq, to the new
wars of today…
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The President's Book of Secrets
Jenna Fischer's Hollywood journey began at the age of 22 when she
moved to Los Angeles from her hometown of St. Louis. With a theater
degree in hand, she was determined, she was confident, she was ready
to work hard. So, what could go wrong? Uh, basically everything. The
path to being a professional actor was so much more vast and
competitive than she’d imagined. It would be eight long years before
she landed her iconic role on The Office, nearly a decade of
frustration, struggle, rejection and doubt. If only she’d had a
handbook for the aspiring actor. Or, better yet, someone to show her
the way—an established actor who could educate her about the business,
manage her expectations, and reassure her in those moments of despair.
Jenna wants to be that person for you. With amusing candor and wit,
Fischer spells out the nuts and bolts of getting established in the
profession, based on her own memorable and hilarious experiences. She
tells you how to get the right headshot, what to look for in
representation, and the importance of joining forces with other likeminded artists and creating your own work—invaluable advice personally
acquired from her many years of struggle. She provides helpful hints
on how to be gutsy and take risks, the tricks to good auditioning and
callbacks, and how not to fall for certain scams (auditions in a guy’s
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apartment are probably not legit—or at least not for the kind of part
you’re looking for!). Her inspiring, helpful guidance feels like a
trusted friend who’s made the journey, and has now returned to walk
beside you, pointing out the pitfalls as you blaze your own path
towards the life of a professional actor.

One More Thing
This revelatory biography of Melania Trump from Pulitzer Prize–winning
Washington Post reporter Mary Jordan “deftly, and without agenda,
decodes Melania [Trump]” (NBC News) who is far more influential in the
White House than most people realize. Based on interviews with more
than one hundred people in five countries, The Art of Her Deal: The
Untold Story of Melania Trump draws an unprecedented portrait of the
first lady. While her public image is of an aloof woman floating above
the political gamesmanship of Washington, behind the scenes Melania
Trump is not only part of President Trump’s inner circle, but for some
key decisions she has been his single most influential adviser.
Throughout her public life, Melania Trump has purposefully worked to
remain mysterious. With the help of key people speaking publicly for
the first time and never-before-seen documents and tapes, The Art of
Her Deal looks beyond the surface image to find a determined immigrant
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and the life she had before she met Donald Trump. Mary Jordan traces
Melania’s journey from Slovenia, where her family stood out for their
nonconformity, to her days as a fledgling model known for steering
clear of the industry’s hard-partying scene, to a tiny living space in
Manhattan she shared platonically with a male photographer, to the
long, complicated dating dance that finally resulted in her marriage
to Trump. Jordan documents Melania’s key role in Trump’s political
life before and at the White House, and shows why he trusts her
instincts above all. The picture of Melania Trump that emerges in The
Art of Her Deal is one of a woman who is savvy, steely, ambitious,
deliberate, and who plays the long game. And while it is her husband
who became famous for the phrase “the art of the deal,” it is she who
has consistently used her leverage to get exactly what she wants. This
is the story of the art of her deal.

Crusade
"An astonishing book: honest, sober, exciting, and humane [Shrinks]
brings you to the very forefront of one of the most amazing medical
journeys of our time." --Siddhartha Mukherjee Psychiatry has come a
long way since the days of chaining "lunatics" in cold cells. But, as
Jeffrey Lieberman, MD, reveals in his eye-opening book, the path to
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legitimacy for "the black sheep of medicine" has been anything but
smooth. Dr. Lieberman traces the field from its birth as a mystic
pseudo-science to its late blooming maturity--beginning after World
War II--as a science-driven profession that saves lives. With
fascinating case studies and portraits of the field's luminaries--from
Sigmund Freud to Eric Kandel--SHRINKS is a gripping read, and an
urgent call-to-arms to dispel the stigma of mental illnesses by
treating them as diseases rather than unfortunate states of mind.

The Outpost
Discover "The Office reboot fans never knew they needed" with this kidfriendly adaptation of everyone's favorite workplace comedy
(Entertainment Weekly). Michael Scott is Line Leader at Dunder Mifflin
Elementary! It's a very big job, but Michael is sure he can live up to
the "World's Best Line Leader" title printed on his water bottle.
There's just one problem--Michael doesn't know how to lead the line.
Filled with colorful, detailed illustrations and brimming with Easter
eggs and nods to iconic moments from the show, this hilarious
reimagining features a pint-sized cast. This story will introduce The
Office to a whole new generation and will teach them that everyone
needs to ask for help sometimes. Even Line Leaders. The Office is a
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trademark and copyright of Universal Content Productions LLC. Licensed
by Universal Studios 2020. All Rights Reserved.

The Big Roads
Integrating interviews with individuals ranging from senior
policymakers to frontline soldiers, a look at the Persian Gulf War
shows how the conflict transformed modern warfare

Tough Love
An oral history, with the full participation of cast and crew, of one
of the most popular sitcoms in television history. Since premiering in
2009, the groundbreaking television sitcom Modern Family has garnered
tens of millions of devoted fans, earning 75 Emmy nominations and 22
Emmy Awards, including five in a row for Outstanding Comedy Series
(one of only two sitcoms to ever achieve that feat). Professors have
written about it. Psychologists have lectured on it. Leading
publications, such as The New York Times and Washington Post, have
explained their love for it. With funny, heartfelt and relatable
stories about family, Modern Family has gained a worldwide following
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of hundreds of millions of viewers in countries as diverse as England,
Israel, The Netherlands, Germany, and South Africa. As much as people
love the show, few know the stories behind it. How did a kernel of an
idea by Emmy-winning writers Steve Levitan and Chris Lloyd morph into
a television juggernaut? Where did they find the cast? How did they
come up with story ideas and film favorite episodes? What went on
behind the scenes? Up until now, there have been individual stories
and interviews about the show, but nothing comprehensive that captures
the complete story of the series. Marc Freeman's Modern Family: The
Untold Oral History of One of Television's Groundbreaking Sitcoms is
the only major book ever written that explores this show as told by
those who created it. More than seventy people, including the entire
cast, crew, and creators, detail the full history of this iconic
sitcom. The cast recalls their memories of the trials and tribulations
of casting. They share their impressions from the first table read
through the last light turning out. Writers, directors, and performers
walk readers through storylines, production and favorite episodes.
Guest stars such as Elizabeth Banks, Josh Gad, Adam Devine, Matthew
Broderick and Nathan Lane recall their appearances on the show while
others recount their experiences working with Kevin Hart, Barbara
Streisand, Ed Norton and more. Readers get to go behind the scenes and
experience the show like never before, including personal photos.
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They’ll also discover the never-told fallout and divorce of the two
showrunners, making the show two separate series blended into one.
Even people unfamiliar with the show will gain deep insight into what
it takes to put a series on television. Typically, oral histories come
out as retrospectives, based entirely on recall. This one will have
the benefit of having the ending occur in real-time. From script
development to final season (the 11th season will be the show's last)
readers will get a glimpse of the cast’s relationships with each other
and the emotions attached to saying goodbye to the best and longestrunning workplace many of them expect to ever experience. Much like
the series itself, this book shares a story of family, of conflict and
collaboration, that went into this timeless, groundbreaking series.

The Untold Story
Histories of the book often move straight from the codex to the
digital screen. Left out is nearly 150 years of audio recordings.
Matthew Rubery uncovers this story, from Edison to today’s billiondollar audiobook industry, and breaks from convention by treating
audiobooks as a distinctive art form that has profoundly influenced
the way we read.
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Author in Chief
Why has this state of siege in the Kashmir valley continued for 72
years since the Partition of India? What role has Pakistan played in
it all of these years? And will there ever be a resolution to the
militancy in the state? How will Islamabad get the forces of Islamic
jihad-nurtured and based in Pakistan-to ever reconcile to the existing
boundaries of J&K? How important is the ownership of the waters of the
rivers of the Indus system for Pakistan-despite generous supplies
under the Indus Waters Treaty-in determining an end to the siege
within Kashmir? What are China's interests in J&K and how does the
success of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) for oil and gas
supplies hinge on Pakistan's occupation of northern areas of Kashmir?
Why does the future survival and growth of the Chinese microchip
industry depend upon the continuance of China's control of the waters
and dams in the Indus river system? Kashmir's Untold Story:
Declassified provides answers to these gripping questions and joins
the dots in presenting the matrix of a consistent and compelling
argument regarding the future of the state of Jammu and Kashmir.
Today, the state's water resources are coveted by the beleaguered
Chinese microchip industry and it appears that this is going to
determine the continuing militancy in the state. Malhotra and Raza
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argue that China and its client Pakistan will actively back the
militancy, come what may. Delving deeper, the book also reveals
amazing insights into the Government of India's policy towards the
state, right from 1889, when it first imposed central rule and
dispossessed the rule of the then Maharaja, till date. Owing to its
strategic location, the intrigues within the state and the
machinations of its neighbours have resulted in the government
directly administering its affairs, one way or the other, for the last
130 years. It is a riveting account of the history of Jammu and
Kashmir, from the time of its political and geographic consolidation
under Maharaja Gulab Singh to present-day India.

7 Ate 9
FEATURES EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW with SUBRATA ROY EVERYTHING YOU WANTED TO
KNOW ABOUT SUBRATA ROY AND SAHARA INDIA PARIWAR, BUT WERE AFRAID TO
ASK… Sahara: The Untold Story is based on painstaking research to
demystify India’s most secretive and largely unlisted conglomerate,
the Sahara India Pariwar. It also delves into the group’s ongoing
legal battle with the market regulator. Entrepreneur Subrata Roy, the
guardian angel of the group, whose feet are touched by everybody in
the Pariwar, wants to reach out to a million lives and feels impeded
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and shuttered in by regulations. So the clash with the regulators was
inevitable. But when a regulator slams one door, maverick Roy opens
another. This play has been on since 1978, when Sahara was set up. Roy
is well known for glamour and his association with film stars,
cricketers and politicians. He exudes patriotism, with a statue of
Bharat Mata (the presiding deity of the group) on a chariot driven by
four fierce-looking lions adorning his headquarters in Lucknow. He is
the Robin Hood of a country where only 35% of the adult population has
access to formal banking services. This India and its millions of
illiterate poor depositors stand in awe and admiration of him. But
does he also exploit them? Do these poor people actually keep money
with him or are they fronting for others? EXCERPT FROM THE SAHARA
INDIA PARIWAR DISCLAIMER ‘The book at best can be treated as a
perspective of the author with all its defamatory content, insinuation
and other objections, which prompted us to exercise our right to
approach the court of law in order to save the interest of the
organization and its crores of depositors and 12 lakh workers.’
TamalBandyopadhyay, a deputy managing editor of Mint, is one of the
most respected business journalists in India. Tamal has kept a close
watch of the financial sector for over a decade and a half and has had
a ringside view of the enormous changes in Indian finance and banking
over this period. His first book, A Bank for the Buck, released by P
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Chidambaram in November 2012, has been a non-fiction bestseller.
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